As responsiveness becomes more of a competitive is-
). It appears that the interval length r requires more investigation. 
Note that F02, which is the cdf of r2, and F20, which is the cdf of C'02 are unit step functions, making the transition at r2 and O respectively. We have retained them in the equation for the sake of generality.
Ifa>b,
and if b > a, then
In either~ase,~~) < H;).
Since H.$j(t)
< H~](t),V a, b, t, it follows that fi22(t) < H2Z(t), V t. Thus, since F22(t) = H22(t) * G22(t)and F22(t) = 1722(t) * G22(t), it follows that F22 < F22, V t, Suppose now that we have the exact distributions Fi-lJ (t) and Fij-l(t) for some i and j. Then, from the algorithm N1,
However, since Fi _ lj (t) and F;3 _ 1(t) are correlated through the term F~_~j -l(t) (just as F12(t) and F21(t) are correlated through the term F11 (t)), Fij (t) will be less than or equal to Fij (t). Note, however, that we obtain the distributions of C;-Ii and Cij _ 1 iteratively using algorithm N 1 and have only the approxamat e distributions Fi -lj (t)and Fij _ 1(t). Thus, 
